W.I.A.A. BOYS TEAM TENNIS
June 11-12, 2010

DIVISION 2 SEMI FINALS

Notre Dame 7 Regis 0

Singles
Flight 1 -Andy Wall (12) ND def Matt Folstead (12) Reg 6-1, 6-4,
Flight 2 -Brian Zak (10) ND def Kyle Seyer (12) Reg 6-3, 6-4,
Flight 3 -Scott Wall (9) ND def William Schifeling (11) Reg 6-3, 6-3,
Flight 4 -Matt Frisk (9) ND def Marc Sacia (10) Reg 6-0, 6-0,

Doubles
Flight 1 -Ryan Kropp (10)/Aaron Wienkers (12) ND def
Ryan Kozuch (12)/Steven Hofacker (12) Reg 6-7(4), 7-5, 6-1
Flight 2 -Declan Bowman (11)/Andrew Zimmerman (10) ND def
Quinn Chapman (12)/Shawn Seyer (12) Reg 6-2, 6-3,
Flight 3 -Connor Kosmoski (10)/Mark Cullen (9) ND def
Alex Pieterick (11)/Ray Remes (11) Reg 6-3, 6-0,